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ABSTRACT 
If A is an n X n matrix and if S c (1,. , n), then let A(S) denote the principal 
submatrix of A formed by rows and columns in S. If A, B are n X n matrices, then let 
q(A,B)= zdetA(S)detB(S’), 
s 
where the summation is over all subsets of {l.. , n), where S’ denotes the comple- 
ment of S, and where, by convention det A(4) = det B(4) = 1. It has been conjec- 
tured that if A is positive definite and B hermitian, then the polynomial n(hA, - B) 
has only real roots. We prove this conjecture if n Q 3, and also for any n under the 
additional assumption that both A, B are tridiagonal. We derive some consequences, 
including a generalization of a majorization result of Schur for tridiagonal matrices. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
If A is a square matrix, we write A > 0 (A > 0) to denote that A is 
positive definite (positive semidefinite). The determinant of A is denoted by 
det A. 
If A is an n x n matrix and if S ~11,. . , n}, then A(S) will denote the 
principal submatrix of A formed by the rows and columns indexed by S. For 
convenience, if S = (i + 1,. . . , n), then A(S) will be denoted simply by Ai, 
i=l ,. .., n - 1. The complement of S is denoted by S’, and ISI is the 
cardinality of S. 
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If A, Z3 are n X n matrices, we define 
n(A,B)= xdetA(S)detB(S’), (I) 
where the summation is over all subsets of (1,. . , n), and where, by conven- 
tion, det A(+) = det B(4) = 1. 
We will be interested in the polynomial 
q(hA,--B)= 2 (-l)“P”h” c detA(S)detB(S’). 
k = 0 Isl=k 
(2) 
The roots of the polynomial n(AA, - B) will be denoted by k:(B), 
i = 1,2,, , n. Furthermore, if the roots are real, then we will assume that 
A:(B) is the ith smallest root. 
Observe that 
the characteristic polynomial of B. In particular, if B is hcrmitian, then 
A;(B) are all real. This motivates an interesting conjecture proposed by C. R. 
Johnson [3], which asserts that 
( * > if A > 0 and if B is hermitian, the k;(B) are all real 
In view of the Cauchy interlacing inequalities for hermitian matrices, it is 
natural to make the following conjecture, in addition to ( *): 
( * * ) If A > 0 and if B is hermitian, then hjl(B,), i = 1,. . , II - 1, 
interlace A?(B), i = 1,. ., n; i.e., 
Aq(B)<A:l(B,) <A:+,(B), i=l,...,n-1. 
In this paper we verify (* ) and ( * *) when both A, B are assumed to be 
tridiagonal, in addition to the given hypotheses. We also verily the conjec- 
tures for n < 3. Recall that a square matrix is said to be tridiagonal if its (i, j) 
entry is zero whenever Ii - j] > 1. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT 
In the next result we prove (* 1, (* * > when II = 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let A, B be hermitian 2X 2 matrices where A > 0, and 
suppose 
A=[; ;I; B=[; ;]. 
Then q(AA, - B) has two real roots, say cxl < cxz. Furthermore, a1 <f/c < 
az, and the inequalities are strict if e # 0. 
Proof. Note that f/c is the root of TJ(AA,, - B,). 
We have 
f’ f 
=~(ac-lbl”)-~(af+cd)+df-~e~2 
f” =f2~-,lbj2-f2%-fd+fd-ie12 
with strict inequality if e # 0. Thus $hA, - B), a quadratic in A, is 
nonpositive (negative if e f 0) at f/c. Also, since A > 0, q(A A, - B) + 00 as 
A --, fm. Hence the result is proved. n 
LEMMA 2. Let A, B be n X n hermitian, tridiagonal matrices. Then 
dA,B) = (al1 + ~,,)T(A,,B,) -(la1212 + lbl,12)~(A2,BP). 
Proof. We have 
v(A,B)= e c detA(S)detB(S’). 
k = 0 /s/ = k 
(3) 
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Let 
d=(S: lES,2ES), .Ga=(S: lES,B@S), 
8=(S:l~S,2CES), ~=(S:l~S,2ES). 
Then ~2, 99, B, 9 provides a partition of all subsets of (1,. , nl. We have 
detA(S)=a,,detA(S\{l])-la,pl’detA(S\{1,2}) if SE&, 
detA(S) =a,,detA(S\(l)) if SE@, 
det B(S’) =b,,det B(S’\{l)) - Ib,,l”detB(S’\{1,2}) if SE g, 
detB(S’)=b,,detB(S’\[l)) if SE9 
We get the result by substituting these expressions in (3) and then 
rearranging the terms. q 
We now have the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B he hermit&, tridiagonal matrices with A > 0, and 
suppose bjj # 0 if )i - jl = 1. Then q(AA, - B) has n distinct real roots, suy 
Furthermore, if 
A, <A, < ... <A,. 
P, <CL2 < .‘. CPU,-, 
are the roots of n(AA,, - B,), then 
Proof. The result is trivial if n = 1, and for n = 2 the result was proved 
in Lemma 1. So suppose the result is true for matrices of order n - 1, and 
proceed by induction on n. 
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By Lemma 2, 
q(AA, -B) =(Aa,, -b,,)dAA,,-B,) -(A”k~,,l” + \h12?)~(AA,, -&). 
(4) 
By the induction assumption, the roots p,,kg,. . , CL,,- I of q(AA,, - B,) and 
the roots u~,v~,...,v~,_~ of q(AA,, -B,) are real and distinct, and 
p,<vv1<pz<v2< ... <Vn-&IL,,_,. 
Since $AA,,- gz)+m as A -03, the sign of q(piAp, - B,) must be 
(-,y-i-1, i=l,..., n - 1. Setting A = pi in (41, we have 
signT(piA, -B) = -signq(piAZ, -B,) 
=(-l)“_i, i=l,...,n-1. 
Since q(AA, - B) -+m as A+m and q(AA, - B)-t(-l)“a as A+ --, it 
follows that q(AA, - B) must have one root in each of the intervals 
( -“,CL1),(EL1’~e),...,(CL”-2,~U,,-1)~(~CL,-1’w). 
This completes the proof. n 
The following result follows from Theorem 3 by a continuity argument. 
COROLLARY 4. LRt A, B be n X n hermitian, tridiagonal matrices where 
A > 0. Then q(AA, - B) has n real roots, say 
Furthermore, if 
are the roots of r&AA,, B,), then 
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REMARK. If A, B are both positive definite, tridiagonal matrices, then 
the roots of q(hA, - B) must in fact be positive. This follows from the fact 
that if h ,< 0, then setting A = - /_L, 
v(hA,-B)= t (-l)“-k(-l)kpk c detA(S)detB(S’) 
k = 0 I.51 = k 
=(-I)” i pk c detA(S)detB(S’)+O. 
k=o I.% = k 
3. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we discuss some consequences of the main result. We first 
introduce some notation. If A, B are n X 12 matrices, we set 
ok= c detA(S)detB(S’), k=O,l,..., n. 
ISI = k 
Thus, from (2) we have 
q(AA, -B) = k ( -l)‘-k~kAk. 
k = 0 
(5) 
Now if A, B are n X n hermitian tridiagonal matrices where A > 0, then 
by Corollary 4, 7(AA, - B) has only real roots, and by a well-known result 
(see, for example, [l, p. 2701) it follows that 
k =l,...,n-1. 
In particular, setting A = B, we observe that if A is a positive definite, 
tridiagonal matrix, then the sequence 
Pk = c detA(S)detA(S’), k=O,I ,..., n, 
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satisfies pi >/ Pk _ 1 pk + I) k = 1,. . , [(n + 1>/2], and hence 
Pl Pe Prl 
-a---a’.’ a- 
PO Pl &-I~ (6) 
Clearly, Pk = Pn_k, k = 0, 1, . , n, and hence it follows from (6) that 
Pk ->l>s.-L+1 k=l,..,, !$ 
Pk-1 Prr-k ’ [ 1 
In particular, ok form a symmetric unimodal sequence, i.e., PO = p, < pi = 
P,-ir . . . . Note that the inequality &, < p1 is easy to prove for any positive 
definite matrix A, since by Fischer’s inequality we have 
detA<detA[(i)}detA((i}‘), i=l,...,n. 
The results stated above clearly hold if A >, 0 by a continuity argument. 
We now prove a majorization result. We first recall some definitions [4]. 
If x E %‘, then 
will denote the components of x arranged in nondecreasing order. 
DEFINITION. Let x, y E Sn. We say that x is majorized by y(x < y) if 
and 
&= fyi. 
i=l i=l 
We say that x is weakly majorized by y (X +U y) if (7) holds for k = 1,. , n. 
If A, B are IZ X n matrices, then let 
AA(B) =(Af(B),...,hA,(B))‘. 
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When A:(B) are all real, we assume, as indicated earlier, that 
A:(B) -<A;(B) < ... -<AA,(B). 
A well-known result of Schur asserts that if B is a hermitian matrix, then 
the eigenvalues of B majorize the diagonal elements. The next result 
generalizes this fact for tridiagonal matrices. 
THEOREM 5. Let A, B be positioe dejnite, tridiagonal n X n matrices. 
Then 
Proof. The result is trivial if n = 1. Assume that the result is true for 
n - 1, and proceed by induction. We assume, without loss of generality, that 
b,, /all < . . . < b,, /a,,,,. 
By Corollary 4 and by the induction assumption, we have for k = 2,. . , n 
n-l n b.. 
en-:(B)> c @(B,)> c 2. 
i=k i=k-I i=k ai, 
Also, since h:(B) are the roots of T&AA, - B), we have 
where the inequality follows by Fischer’s inequality. H 
REMARK. It is easily verified, by Jacobi’s formula, that if A, B are 
nonsingular n x n matrices, then 
v(A,B)=(detA)(detB)q(B-‘,A-‘). 
Thus the results of this section can also be stated in terms of inverse 
tridiagonal matrices. 
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4. THE CASE n = 3 
In this section we prove the conjectures ( *> and ( * *) for n = 3. For 
simplicity we consider only real matrices; the complex case can be handled 
similarly. 
Let 
A= 
u d e 
[ 1 
x u v 
d b f, B= 
[ 1 u Y fJ, e f c v Lc z 
where A > 0. We will first make the nondegeneracy assumption that A, B 
have no zero entry and that B, is nonsingular. 
We have 
q( AA, - B) = k’det A - h”{x(bc - f “)+ y( UC - e’) + z( ah - d”)} 
+ A(u( yz - TV”) + b( xz - u”) + c( xy - u”)} - det B 
=(Aa-x)v(AA1,-Bl)+A2(d,e)P(d,e)‘+(u,~)Q(u,z;)’, 
(8) 
where 
P=[n; hyf]-h[6 ;]> Q=[ :, -v;]-A[; ;]. 
By Lemma 1, n(AA,, - B,) has two distinct real roots, say, A, < A,, which 
strictly interlace z/c, the only root of n(AA,, - B,), and hence 
Similarly, 
A,c - .z > 0, A,c - z < 0. (9) 
A,b - y > 0, A,b - y < 0. (10) 
We now claim that the matrix P evaluated at A = A, is positive definite. By 
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(91, (10) the diagonal entries of the matrix are positive. Also, the determinant 
of the matrix is 
A’(bc -j-y - A( b,_ + cy) + yz. 
Since q(A,A,, - B,)= 0, we have 
(11) 
(12) 
Using (12) we see that when A = A, the expression in (11) equals w’, which 
is positive, and the claim is proved. We can similarly show that the matrix Q 
evaluated at A = A, has positive diagonal entries. The determinant of Q 
evaluated at A = A, is A: f ‘. Since B, is nonsingular, A,, A, are nonzero and 
hence the determinant of Q evaluated at A, is positive. Therefore Q 
evaluated at A, is also positive definite. Now it follows from (8) that 
q(A,A, - B)> 0. A similar argument can be used to show that v(A2A, - B) 
< 0. Since 7(AA, - B) + + 00 as A -+ k q it follows that 7(AA, - B) has a 
root in each of the intervals 
(-w,A1), (A,.&), (A,,w), 
and hence v(AA, - B) has three distinct real roots, which strictly interlace 
A,, A,. The nondegeneracy assumption can now be relaxed by appealing to a 
continuity argument. W 
Note Added in Proof: The case n = 3 has already been solved by 
George Rublein [On a conjecture of C. Johnson, Linear and Multilinear 
Algebra, 25:257-267 (1989)]. 
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